
Go dual
OPTIV Dual Z

Key technology for economical multisensor measurements

Watch the OPTIV Dual Z technology video on 
hexagonmi.com/godual

Two independent sensor axes provide best accessibility to all 
inspection features with minimised collision risk.

http://www.hexagonmi.com/godual


Expand your range of applications and increase inspection process efficiency 
with OPTIV Dual Z technology.

Minimisation of setup and measuring time

With OPTIV Dual Z, optical and tactile sensors reach 
more measuring positions in the entire available 
measuring volume. The workpiece geometry can be 
captured completely, without reclamping and in a 
single measurement cycle. This particularly speeds 
up serial measurements.

Reduced measurement uncertainty, 
robust reproducibility

OPTIV Dual Z reduces the number of required probe 
changes. By enabling collision-free accessibility to 
the inspection features without realignment of the 
workpiece, OPTIV Dual Z reduces measurement 
uncertainty in referencing measurements (e.g. 
measurement of positional tolerances).

Faster measuring routine creation

OPTIV Dual Z simplifies the process of measuring 
routine creation in PC-DMIS.

Increased efficiency

By making optimal use of the entire measuring 
volume, OPTIV Dual Z extends the CMM’s application 
possibilities for larger workpieces.

Use of a motorised indexing probe head

With OPTIV Dual Z, the full rotation/swivelling range of 
a motorised indexing probe head can be used. Due to 
the collision-free positioning of the tactile sensor in any 
spatial direction, additional measuring positions on the 
workpiece can be reached.

OPTIV Dual Z enables the use of 
motorised indexing probe heads.

On multisensor measuring machines with only one 
sensor axis, optical and tactile sensors are arranged 
fixed to one another. The accessibility to individual 
measuring positions on the workpiece is thereby 
limited due to risk of collision. Both the effort in 
creating measuring routines and the measuring 
cycle time increase.

Due to the additional possibility of moving the inactive 
measuring sensor upwards out of the measuring 
volume, OPTIV multisensor measuring machines with 
Dual Z technology achieve optimum accessibility to the 
measuring positions on the workpiece and minimise 
setup time, inspection time and risk of collision.

OPTIV Dual Z: 

Broaden the performance of your 
multisensor measuring machine and 
increase the scope of your metrology 
application.

| Discover more at hexagonmi.com/godual
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